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About This Game

Do you dare play hide and seek with the spirits?

You will take the role of Annie, in this Japanese test of courage, usually related to spirits or ghosts, called Hitori Kakurenbo,
also known as "the game of hiding alone". At the moment when everything gets out of control, this girl will go through her

biggest fears.

At 3 am, repeat the name of your doll 3 times and then say "it's your turn", immediately you have to leave him stabbed with a
knife in the bathtub. All the lights of your house should be turned off, although you can use a dim light like a flashlight. Once
this did this, it is time to hide, meanwhile you try to avoid the spirits to haunt your whole house. If the puppet finds you, it will
stab you with the same object which you stabbed it. To finish the game, you have to survive until 6 in the morning to be able to

shout "I win", as long as the spirits have not reached you before.

Are you ready to play it?

Features

Hide to survive

You will play from 3am until 6am. Inside the game
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Find Hidden Sites

Discover secrets that will help you on every map

Experience the legend of Hitori Kakurenbo like never before

Collect objects on each map and gain new skills
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Title: Damned Hours
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Delusion Arts Entertainment, LLC
Publisher:
Delusion Arts Entertainment, LLC
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windiws 7 - 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-530

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB VRAM, NVIDIA Geforce GTX 260 / ATI Radeon HD 4870

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Targetting 720p @ 60 fps

English
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At first I thought this was gonna be some sort of meta game...but I was pretty dissapointed. I guess this is technically an
adventure game. It seems to be a way to push bitmusic on people...but I personally was umimpressed with the tunes in this very
short and very simple game. I would've given it a better rating if either the game were expanded upon or the bittunes were a bit
better.

As it goes, this falls a bit short on both counts.. Do you want to drop a dollar to look edgy? Because I know I sure do.

Seriously, just use your own judgement.. Is the game good? HELL YEAH!!! will you like it? maybe, maybe not, not my place to
decide. How easy is it to play? depends, your music determines your power and your enemies, so have at it!. THIS GAME'S
ALL ABOUT SHOOTIN GUNS!. Still very much an FSX novice and at 70+ the learning process can be a bit slow, but I love
flying this old friend of mine, which I had the privilege and pleasure to work on whilst in the RAF. I did my advanced
technician training on the F6 in the 1960\u2019s and later worked on the FGA9 in the late 1970\u2019s whilst on loan to the
Kuwait Air Force (ex 208 Sqn aircraft). I did \u2018get some hours in\u2019 in the T7 whilst in Kuwait.
As I said I enjoy flying the F6 and FGA9 in FSX however, I do have a few issues with it. Most of them are cosmetic I guess,
and I suppose that I am nit picking really but\u2026\u2026\u2026\u2026. The first thing that grips me on loading the aircraft is
that it opens with the engine winding down; not a huge problem because I would want it stopped anyway but I would prefer it to
load up static and then I can opt for Cold & Dark if that is what I want. Incidentally, if I select cold start then the powered flying
control doll\u2019s eyes should show white, regardless of the switch position, as there is no hydraulic pressure in the system;
also the fuel pumps should be switched OFF. The first task once aboard is the cockpit left to right checks and we hit a problem
straight away. Both of the emergency blow down bottle (U\/C and Flap) are below the required pressure and the gauges are
incorrectly scaled. They should both be graduated up to 30 (3000) whereas these are modelled to 20. Equally, the wheel brake
accumulator is incorrectly scaled also \u2013 more on that later. Both the Radar and Cockpit Pressure test switches are selected
to ON \u2013 wrong. As far as I recall they are spring loaded to OFF. The tailplane interconnect switch is to be found in the ON
position and this would not be the case, it should be switched OFF on shut down and would only be selected to ON as required.
Moving on, the accelerometer should be zeroed by the mechanic carrying out the flight servicing yet here the instrument is
reading both recorded negative and positive G. The oxygen content is showing \u00bc full, this would not be acceptable in the
RAF, anything less than 3\/8 would require a replenishment. The anti-g system pressure gauge reads zero so there\u2019ll be a
fair amount of \u2018greying out\u2019 going on. Externally, the positioning of the trolley acc when ground power is selected,
directly beneath an air intake \u2013 no way \u2013 and strangely, when ground power is selected and the trolley acc connected
you should get power in the aircraft from the ground power source if the battery master is turned off. The livery for the aircraft
described as 208 Sqn has the wrong Squadron markings. I think that the black and white checkers is 43 Sqn. I love the sound of
the canopy closing, very realistic as is the engine note. The movement of the undercarriage and flaps is perfectly reproduced and
the external views are brilliant.
On the functional side of things there are several things that bug me. Firstly, the throttle, which can not be moved back past the
HP\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665closed detent to shut the engine down correctly, leaving the only way to shut down
the closing of the LP\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 In reality this could pose problems on the next engine start. I
mentioned the wheel brake accumulator as a cosmetic issue, but it doesn\u2019t function correctly in a practical way either. The
wheel brake accumulator base pressure of 750 psi should display on the gauge with no pressure in the hydraulic system but, as
the engine winds up and the hydraulic pump starts to produce pressure then the gauge should reflect the pressure in the system,
i.e. 2850 +150 \/\u2013 50. The tailplane interconnect does not \u2013 interconnect that is. When the tailplane interconnect is
turned off there is, obviously, no connection between the elevator operation and the moving tailplane and the control functions
in a conventional manner. However, if it is selected to ON then when the stick is moved in pitch the tailplane main electric
actuator motors the tailplane in sympathy with the elevator movement. As the tailplane moves then the range of change should
be indicated on the tailplane trim gauge i.e. the tailplane trim gauge should deflect to indicate that the tailplane is moving. From
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an external view, with the interconnect selected on the tailplane does not appear to move with pitch inputs and internally the
trim gauge doesn\u2019t move either. As I said earlier, the tailplane interconnect should be off on start up, checked for
operation pre-flight, but OFF for take off. Likewise, the powered flying control switches should be OFF (dolls eye white) at
start up and switched on during post start checks.
The Cold Start option, based upon the observations above, has the cockpit incorrectly configured. The one issue that I
can\u2019t put right is the throttle\/HP\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
I do not recall, from my experiences in the cockpit of a T7, that the Hunter is a particularly unstable aircraft, but this model is
scary on occasions. As I am a relative newcomer to FSX my weather is set to \u2018fair\u2019 which doesn\u2019t preclude
the introduction of the odd patch of minor turbulence here and there. One consistent area so affected is the approach to RAF
Valley as you approach 14 for an ILS descent. This happens over the sea, shortly before arriving at landfall on Anglesey (I live
on Anglesey and worked at Valley for several years). The Cessna 172 tackles this turbulence with a bumpy ride for a short time,
the Beechcraft Baron barely misses a beat. In the Hunter, turning long finals at 11 miles, 3500ft, 250kts, 6750rpm, clean, I hit
this turbulence and was almost instantly close to being inverted, certainly past the 90-degree mark, and struggled to regain
straight and level. That can\u2019t be right surely. I had a similar experience en route Valley to Belfast Aldergrove at 12,000ft
but there was cu-nim and the odd flash of lightning about (weather experiment) so I am content that could have been realistic,
but still took some time to regain control and straight and level flight.
In summary, a great aircraft, well modelled but with, for me, some significant operational issues. I would really like to see the
Cold Start cockpit format corrected, the throttle\/HP\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665issue resolved and electrical
power in the cockpit when ground power is selected. Once airborne I would dearly like to use the tailplane in connected mode
for its design purpose of improving manoeuvrability at high speed and mitigating the tendency to jack stall.
. A nice little half maze, half puzzler.
. Sure the game is fun at first, but as you get farther into the game you start to notice its missing some things. 2 theater textures
are not present (A mission involves one of those building making it impossible to complete that mission). The bridges are poorly
developed, The entrance to the bridges completly go over other roads and they don't even connect to the other side they simply
end in water. And some ground textures are not present and lots of errors in Central Park. I give the steam version a 2\/5. how to
the get the adult pach. So. I can't find the Dagger at all or the other items you need to open the first door. So I'll give a review of
my first impressions of the Early Access version of the game.

It took me a while before I figured out how to make the video actually work for me. At first it was going at 25fps but now I've
got it going at a solid 60fps, most of the time. Whenever I walk into a building it seems like the game has to load the new rooms,
because it freezes for a second and then lets me move again, it's only a minor annoyance but it happens at each new building.
And the framerate drops significantly in tight areas, not to mention the game gave me hell (no pun intended) just to get the
video to run so I wouldn't have flashing lights on the borders.

But this still doesn't matter when everybody else seems to playing a different game. They start out in some sort of building when
I start out in the town, I don't know if this is a glitch in the game but it's something you should really fix as soon a possible
because it makes looking up a walkthrough or expriencing the game to it's fullest much harder to do.

So right now I will not be recommending this game. Once they've fixed it, or finished it I'd suggest it, but not now.. Well, this
was anticlimatic.

The Wizard's Pen is yet another Hidden Object Game, and it's... rather short. Really short. Short enough that 3 hours should
only be on your counter if you let the game run in the background to get other things done in the meantime.

The story can be ignored completely. Basically, the Wizard's Pen, a bewitched tool, locked away the wizard, but forgot that the
moon undoes the spell. And after completing 16 times 16 hidden objects (which is relatively little, if you ignore the 16 scenes of
"spot what is missing, even if it's just a pixel"), you save the wizard.

Apparently, this is also a common occurence, taking that from the wizard's words. The pen does it to him regularly. I can't
decide what's more stupid. The wizard or the pen. They are both very high up on the scale of stupid.

Yeah, there are better hidden object games out there. Others worth your money. Wouldn't bother with this one (again).
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This game is simple but great. Perfect game for inviting friends over and sharing controllers with.
 Hoping they add more content like online play and more customisation, especially regarding AI. Makes single player fun, but I
hope they add some difficulty settings, right now it's quite easy.. Although rough at the edges and buggy (after all this is an early-
access), handled right it can become a fantastic game.. I wish there was more, but for 3 dollars its totally worth purchasing. Its
become my go to intro to VR game when people demo my Vive.

Be aware you do need a decent size play space. I have a 3m x 2.5m and had no issues playing so far.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gwaLKoviQU. Good: It's nice to see what it takes to make games.

Bad: The documentary could have been structured better, because it seemed all over the place. The English subtitles were pretty
bad.. i just bought my copy of project abyss. it looks awesome, and the idea is as well.
for me there are a few issues though. i think the controls are a bit to complicated. but luckily there is easy control. sadly i did not
find that out until i was killed during tutorial. :)
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